The Oklahoma Genealogical Society Computer Special Interest Group meets at the OGS Resource Center at 1125 NW 50th Street, Oklahoma City, OK. The OGS Computer SIG is dedicated to helping genealogists use computers to assist in the research, organization and sharing of information about their family history. We try to schedule a variety of program subjects, so everyone can find something of interest to them.

Your suggestions for future program ideas and volunteers to make presentations are still always welcome.

The website for the Oklahoma Genealogical Society is www.okgensoc.org. Information on the programs and events of the OGS can be found on this site. The website for the Computer Special Interest Group is part of the OGS website. Select the Special Interest Group from the menu on the OGS home page. This part of the website has announcements of the next program, links to computer & genealogy websites, handouts from past presentations and lists of surnames and locations our members our researching.

The OGS Computer SIG meets on the second Saturday of each month. The regular meeting starts at 9:00 AM and runs to 11:00 AM with a break about 10:00 AM. Following the regular SIG meeting, people who use or are interested in learning more about the "Legacy" genealogy database programs are welcome to stay another hour for a discussion on this program lead by La Nell Shores.

We maintain a Computer SIG contact list and send out email reminders to those on the list about a week before the meeting. Send Jim Ike your request to be added or removed from our contact list. If there are any questions please contact, Jim, Walt, Mike or La Nell.

Jim Ike
Leader, OGS Computer SIG
jeikegen@gmail.com

Walt Stoyanoski
Leader, OGS Computer SIG
waltsto@yahoo.com

Mike Shores
Leader, OGS Computer SIG
mikeshores@cox.net

La Nell Shores
Leader, OGS Computer SIG
mlshores@cox.net